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Melania Trump’s wardrobe malfunctions and pal Stavros Niarchos, the billionaire couple’s friend and ex-boyfriend, aren’t the only headlines about the FLOTUS
this year. Make that plural. Following her debut in January, Melania Trump has faced several controversies, from her first official portrait’s underwhelming
distribution to the revealing outfit she debuted at that portrait’s unveiling. And now she’s facing a new problem: let’s say she wears a white-and-gold dress
during the 2018 State of the Union Address, and everyone in the world immediately loves it. But that’s not going to happen. Melania Trump is under pressure
to not wear white-and-gold ensembles for such events because the Obamas have done it in the past. White-and-gold only looks good for a woman who
possesses two assets: good proportions and long legs. It’s an undeniably flattering look, but it’s not for everyone and that’s what some people don’t like.
Melania Trump has been modeling white-and-gold ensembles since her White House debut, and she’s in good company. From Michelle Obama, who wore one
in 2016, to Lady Gaga, who wore one for the first time in 2017, white-and-gold ensembles are a fashion staple. And it’s not hard to see why. Melania’s look is
bold and sharp and now that she’s the first lady, her fashion choices are often scrutinized and publicized. Unless it’s by her husband, that is. As Vice President
Mike Pence noted in his swearing in speech, Melania’s fashion choices weren’t always so well-received. In 2007, in a skit on Saturday Night Live, a man
dressed
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